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EARLY YEARS PRE-REQUEST GUIDANCE 
SEND Early Years Inclusion Service

 

This document has been designed as a tool to help settings to start a conversation and gather 

supporting evidence prior to a request for help. 

 

Observations (What you may see?) 

 

Support 

(What you can do or try 

next?) 

Speech and Language 

 Reciprocal interaction – Does the child look at you for 

reassurance? Does he/she shift gaze from object to adults 

face? Does the child track objects? ( up down side to size) 

 Does child come for cuddles? 

 Does the child use concepts in their everyday language? e.g 

big , heavy 

 Does the child have any pretend play?  

     Early sequence? e.g feed baby, put baby to bed 

     Extend play? 

     Adopt a role e.g pretend they are a person or an animal 

 How does the child communicate? 

           By gesture? 1, 2 , 3 words? Is the child using  

           And understanding verbs? e.g drinking, walking, running. 

 Does the child have situational understanding? e.g staff 

members are clearing and cleaning tables so the child 

realises its lunch time. 

 Is the child understanding at a single word level? 2 or 3 key 

word level?  

 Can the child follow two part instructions? (without 

pointing) Eye contact - When does the child give eye 

contact? Freely? When asked? When he/she wants 

something? 

 Is the child making choices? 

 Has the child got a definite yes and no? 

 

Use Language check list, start 

introducing new vocabulary- 

introduce into planning and 

make all staff aware 

Model play sequences and 

bridge language  

Use signing to help develop 

language  

Play games with action pictures 

“ The girl is drinking” 

Use small world play and tea 

sets to build on Information 

Carrying Words. 

Look at the child’s perception of 

language , assess BLANK levels  

Play games around the facial 

frame to encourage child to 

look at face  

Phone Speech and Language 

help desk to discuss whether a 

referral is appropriate 

Create opportunities to give a 

choice from two 
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Social and Emotional Behaviour 

 Does the child enjoy being with an adult/ children? 

 When is the most stressful time? When is the child calm? 

 What triggers emotional outbursts? Consider if there is a 

Communication delay/ difficulty. 

 Is the child developing co-regulation and emotional 

regulation? 

 Does the child have any secure friendship? Knows the name 

of peers? 

 Does the child enjoy playing with/ alongside others? Or 

tolerates others? Eye contact - When does the child give 

eye contact? Freely? When asked? When he/she wants 

something? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use simple interactions where 

the child doesn’t have to wait or 

share equipment, does this bring 

joy? 

Keep a log of stressful times, 

can you see a pattern? Is it at 

transition time? Or busy/ noisy 

times? Is the child developing 

self calming approaches?( Special 
box, calm space) 

Play small group games 

encouraging naming through 

songs, rolling ball to named child 

Use, choose a friend card, play 

with me card.  

Model conversation starters, 

how to say hello, how to invite 

peers to join in 

 

Cognition and Learning 

 Attention - Is attention fleeting? How long can the child sit 

in small groups? 

 Motivation-What interests the child? Food, toys, 

interactions? 

 Matching – Can the child match? Object to object, object 

to picture, picture to picture, symbols, letters/numbers? 

 Does the child complete a puzzle? Inset/ interlocking/ adult 

support? By memory, shape, certain order, adopting rules 

and conventions or a trial and error approach? 

 Does the child understand early concepts? e.g colour/ size/ 

quantity/prepositions 

 Can the child rote count? Does he/she have number 

meaning?  

 Can the child copy a pattern, make a bridge with 2d/3d 

equipment? 

 Can the child remember and play matching pairs or know 

what’s missing? 

 Is the child developing self help skills and independence 

skills?  

 Is the child potty trained? Does the child tell someone if 

they are wet or dirty?  

 Is the child problem solving?  

 Is the child fully exploring the environment and accessing a 

range of activities 

 

Are your group sitting times 

realistic for this child’s language 

and interest levels 

Work on waiting, looking and 

listening 

Set out tasks to explore 

matching, colour, counting in 

playful situations. What 

strategies is the child using?  

Use Language check list for 

concepts, plan in concepts to 

teach, is the child retaining new 

words? 

Play memory games 

Use tasks to assess that do not 

involve heavy language 

instructions so you are testing 

learning not understanding of 

task 

Encourage use of messy play, 

dry to wet textures, check if any 

changes are needed to the 

environment 
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 Is the child sensitive to sound, touch, taste, light or 

displaying sensory seeking behaviour or avoiding sensory 

experiences  

 

 

Physical and Sensory 

 Has the child got a hearing or visual difficulty?  

 Is the child crawling, walking, running, climbing, sitting/ with 

or without support or specialist equipment? 

 Is the child able to trundle or pedal a bike? 

 Can the child roll, throw, catch a ball? 

 Is the child able to run freely in large and small spaces? 

 Can the child pick up small items using the pincer grip? Hold 

a crayon? Palmer grasp? Preferred hand? 

 Is the child mark making or engaging in representational 

drawings?  

 

 

 

Consider the auditory and visual 

environment, think about vision 

and hearing tests 

How is the child accessing the 

outdoor and indoor equipment 

Use large movements , gradually 

becoming smaller in all physical 

skills 

Use tools in messy play and 

work on hand function, pouring, 

scooping, filling etc.  

Assessment Tools 

There are a variety of assessment tools, below are some examples; 

 EYFS  Development Matters Statements and Summative 

Assessment 

 Early Years Developmental Journal if appropriate 

 Every Child A Talker  

 Communication Trust Toolkit 

 Please ensure Parents and child’s views are documented  

Keep a record of all 

conversations, chronology of 

events 

Parents and other agencies 

Consider family background, history, cultural, additional languages 

Is there an EHAT and any other environmental issue or other 

aspects that may have impacted on early child development? 

What other agencies are involved at universal and targeted? E.g 

Speech And Language Therapist, Children Centre workers, Health 

Visitor, Step By Step Group attended 

 

 

What impact is the family 

situation having on the child? 

Does the family need 

more/ongoing support 

Please attach reports from 

other Professionals 

Please ensure that a Health 

Visitor has been involved and 

there are up to date ASQ’s- It is 

always good to chat to the HV 

as she may have a good 

knowledge of family history and 

will have been in the home to 

look at the family as a whole/ 

gather more information 

 


